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Brief facts of the case:-

Ms. Shabana Begum (hereinafter also referred as "the Passenger"),

holding an Indian Passport No. T5779590 had arrived at Sardar

Vallabhbhai Patel International Airport, Ahmedabad from Bangkok by

Spicejet Flight No.SG-86 dated 16.O2.2O2O.

2. On the basis of passenger profiling, she was intercepted at the exit of

green channel by the oflicers of Customs for detailed checking after she opted

for ciearance through green channel. The passenger was inquired by the

officers of Customs whether she was having any dutiable/ contraband goods to

declare before Customs, in response to which she replied in negative. AIl her

baggages were subjected to X-Ray screening in the X-Ray Screening machine

installed at the Green Channel counter by Customs authorities but nothing

suspicious was noticed on tlre baggage screening machine screen. Thereafter,

the passenger was asked to walk through the Door Frame Metal Detector

("DFMD") installed near Customs AIU counter in the Arrival Hall by

Customs authorities. The passenger readily removed all the metallic objects

such as belt, mobile, sling bag etc. and passed through the DFMD, while she

passed through the DFMD Machine, no beep sound was heard. The AIU oflicers

politely asked the passenger whether she had any metallic substance on her

body, however the passenger denied again. Further on personal search of her

ciothes, nothing was recovered. On suspicion that the passenger has concealed

some metallic substance in her body, she was brought in the AIU office at SVPI

Airport and was interrogated in a polite way by Customs authorities, but the

passenger continued to deny of having concealed any metallic substance inside

her body. Thereafter on further and repeated interrogation by Customs

authorities, the passenger finally confessed that she had concealed some gold

in her rectum and after sometime she was taken to toilet where she removed

two packets (in Cylindrical shape) from her rectum. The Customs oflicer asked

the passenger as to what was inside the two packets recovered from her

possession, to which the passenger informed that the sarne was gold in paste

form. On being asked by the Customs Officer, the passenger replied that it was

gold in the form of semi solid paste which was concealed in her rectum for the
purpose of carrying and concealing the material so that the same remained
invisible to the Customs Officer.
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3. Based on the primar5r inferences, Government Approved Valuer Shri
Devang Soni, was called upon for examining the authenticity and purity of
the said transparent packet of Semi Solid Paste who in turn asked the

officer to bring the said substance to his workshop as the process of
extraction can be carried out there only. On completion of extraction process,

Government Approved Valuer has submitted the valuation re port dated

L6.O2.2O2O wherein he submitted that the one 24 kt. gold bar-3 weighing

463.640 Grams having purity 999 was derived from the 52O.O00 grams of
Semi Solid Substance consisting of Gold & Turpentine Mix, valued at Rs.

16,95,9951- (Rupees Sixteen LAkhs Ninety Five Thousand Nine Hundred and

Ninety Five Only)(Tariff Value) & Rs. 19,63,980/- (Rupees Nineteen Lakhs Sixty

Three Thousand Nine Hundred and Eighty Only) (Local Market Value), which

as well as black adhesive tape and undergarments which were used to
conceal the gold in paste form was placed under seizure vide panchnama

drawn on 16.02.2020 on the reasonable belief that the said goods were

smuggled into India and was liable for confiscation.

4. Statement of Ms. Shabana Begum was recorded on 16.O2.2O wherein she,

inter alia, stated that -

.1. she had studied upto 9e'standard and worked as a beauticians from

home and earned upto Rs. 20000/- per month;
.t she had gone to Bangkok on 13.02.2020 from Mumbai Airport and

returned from Bangkok on 16.02.2020 by Spicejet Flight No. SG-86 at

SVPI Airport, Ahmedabad Terminal 2 as an International passenger;

.t it was true that she was intercepted by the Customs Officers after clearing

from immigration, near the Customs Green Channel in the arrival hall of

Terminal-2 of SVPI Airport, Ahmedabad. She declared before customs that

he did not have any dutiable goods with her or in her baggage (i.e. black

back pack and two ladies purses black and brown, as hand baggage);

* The Customs officer explained that the substance recovered from her was

required to be checked for ascertaining the exact weight of Gold and its

purity. Therefore, the said substance was checked by Government

approved valuer i.e. Shri Devang Ratilal Soni. She agreed and was fully

satisfied with the method of melting, testing and valuation used by the

valuer as mentioned in panchnama dated 16.02.2020. She agreed that

gold bar-3 weighing of 463.640 Grams having purity 999 was derived from

the 520.000 grams of Semi Solid Substance consisting of Gold &

Turpentine Mix, valued at Rs. 16,95,9951- (Tariff Value) & Rs'

19,63,980/- (Local Market Value) was recovered.
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.t her tickets for to and fio journey to Bangkok was booked by an

unknown person and that unknown person had offered her Rs.

|2OOOl- if she carried the gold in her rectum and delivered the same;

* on being asked to whom she was to deliver the gold, she stated that
somebody would have contacted her when she reached Ahmedabad;

* The passenger further admitted that she had smuggled the gold as she

became greedy for the Rs. 12,000/-, which was promised to her by the

unknown person;

* she admitted that she had intentionally not declared the said substances

before the Customs Authorities on her arrival at SVP International Airport

Ahmedabad, as she wanted to clear it illicitly and evade payment of duty.

(i) 24 KT Gold bar-3 having purity of 999.0 weighing 463.640 grams

having purity 999.0 derived from 520.000 grams of Semi Solid

Material consisting of Gold &Turpentine Mix, valued at Rs.

16,95,9951- (Rupees Sixteen Lakhs Ninety Five Thousand Nine

Hundred and Ninety Five Only)(Tariff Value) & Rs. 19,63,98O/-

(Rupees Nineteen Lakls Sixty Three Thousand Nine Hundred and

Eighty Only) (Local Market Value) placed under seizure under
panchnama dated 16.02.2020 should not be conliscated under
Section 111(d), 1 1l(il, 111(1), and 111(m) of the Customs Act,l962;

(i0 The packing material - black adhesive tape - used as packing

material to conceal and hide the gold placed under seizure under
panchnama dated 76.02.2020 are also liable for confiscation

under section 118(a) and 119 of the Customs Act, 1962

(ii) Penalty should not be imposed on her under Section 112(a) and

1 12(b) of the Customs Act, 1962.

DEFENCE REPLY & PERSONAL HEARING:.

6. Ms. Shabana Begum has not filed any defence reply to the show cause

notice issued.

7. Ms. Shabana Begum was offered personal hearing on 07.06.2021. The

noticee appeared on 07.06.2021 for personal hearing through video
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Joint Commissioner, Customs Ahmedabad as to why :



conferencing. She stated that she was handed over the gold by someone.She

did it because of her financial crunch and she regrets her mistake. she also
requested to show leniency in the matter.

DISCUSSIONS AND FINDINGS,

8. I have carefully gone through the facts of the case and the oral
submission made during the course of personal hearing as well as the

documents available on records. I proceed to decide the case on the basis of
facts and evidences available on record.

9. The sole issue for consideration is to decide show cause notice proposing

to conliscate one 24 KT Gold bar-3 having purity of 999.O weighing 463.640
grams having purity 999.0 was derived from 52O.OOO grams of Semi Solid

Material consisting of Gold &Turpentine Mix, valued at Rs. 16,95,995/-
(Rupees Sixteen Lakhs Ninety Five Thousand Nine Hundred and Ninety Five

Only)(Tariff Value) & Rs. 19,63,980/- (Rupees Nineteen Lakhs Sixty Three

Thousand Nine Hundred and Eighty Only) (Local Market Value) placed under
seizure vide panchama dated 16.02.2020. The seizure was made under the

provisions of Customs Act, 1962 on the reasonable belief that the said goods

were smuggled into India and liable for confiscation.

1(). I find that the panchnama cleariy draws out the fact that the passenger

was intercepted when she was passing and was about to exit the green

channel, and on the basis of slrspicion, the personal search of the passenger

and her baggage was conducted. The passenger did not declare the gold and

denied to have dutiable goods. It is mentioned in the panchnama that all her

baggage were subjected to X-Ray screening but nothing suspicious was

noticed on the baggage screening machine screen. Thereafter, the passenger

was asked to walk through the Door Frame Metal Detector ("DFMD') after

removing all the metallic objects such as mobile, wallet etc. and passed

through the DFMD and while she passed through the DFMD, no beep sound

was heard. On suspicion that the passenger has concea,led some metallic

substance in her body, she was brought in the AIU office at SVPI Airport and

was interrogated in a polite way by Customs authorities, but the passenger

continued to deny of having concealed any metaliic substance inside her body.

Thereafter on further and repeated interrogation by Customs authorities, the

passenger finally confessed that she had concealed some gold in her rectum

and after sometime she was taken to toilet where she removed two packets (in

Cylindrical shape) from her rectum. The Customs officer asked the passenger

as to what was inside the two packets recovered from her possession, to which
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the passenger informed that the same was gold in paste forrn. On being asked

by the Customs OfIicer, the passenger replied that it was gold in the form of

semi solid paste which was concealed in her rectum for the purpose of carrying

and concealing the material so that the same remained invisible to the

Customs Officer. It is aiso on record that the Government approved valuer has

tested and gave valuation repoit on 1.6.02.2020 wherein he submitted that

the one 24 kt. gold bar-3 weighirg 463.640 Grams having purity 999 was

derived from the 520.000 grams of Semi Solid Substance consisting of Gold

& Turpentine Mix, valued at Rs. 16,95,995/- (Rupees Sixteen Lakhs Ninety

Five Thousand Nine Hundred and Ninety Five Only)(Tariff Value) & Rs.

19,$,9eOl- (Rupees Nineteen Lakhs Sixty Three Thousand Nine Hundred and

Eighty Only) (Local Market Value), which was placed under seizure vide

Panchnama dated 16.02.2020 in the presence of the passenger and Panchas.

1 1. It is further recorded under the panchnama that how the gold was

extracted from the said semi solid substance. I find that it is quite clear tl"at

the passenger has neither questioned the manner of the panchnama

proceedings at the material time nor controverted the facts detailed in the

panchnama during the course of recording of her statement. Every procedure

conducted during the panchnama by the Ofhcers is well documented and made

in the presence of the panchas as well the passenger. The passenger has not

dislodged any of the facts narrated in her deposition and has admitted in her

statement dated 16.O2.2020 that the gold in semi solid paste form was

imported in contravention of the provisions of Customs Act, 1962 and does not

belong to her and her tickets for to and fro journey to Bangkok was booked

by an unknown person and.that unknown person had offered her Rs.

I2OOO/- if she carried the gold in her rectum and delivered the same. The

passenger in her statement dated 16.02.2020 further on being asked to
whom she was to deliver the gold, she stated that somebody would have

contacted her when she reached Ahmedabad .In fact, in her statement, the

passenger admitted that she knew it was illegal to smuggle gold under the

Customs Act,7962 but she agreed to do the same as she was told she

would be given Rs. I2OOO /- for taking the gold to India and she had

intentionally not declared the seized items i.e. or:e 24 kt. gold bar having

purity of 999.0 weighing 463.640 grams derived from 520.000 grams of
Semi Solid Material consisting of Gold &Turpentine Mix on her arrival before

the Customs officer with an intent to clear them illicitly and evade payment of
Customs duty and thereby, violated provisions of Customs Act, the Baggage

Rules, the Foreign Trade (Development & Regulations) Act, L992, the Foreign

Trade (Development & Regulations) Rules, 1993 and the Foreign Trade policy

20ts-2020.
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12. Based on the facts, I lind that that the one gold bar melted out of semi
solid substance found concealed in her rectum totally weigh ing 463.640
grams recovered from the passenger was imported by the passenger in an

ingenious way to smuggle gold in India with an intention to evade payment of

Customs Duty. The very fact that the gold was mixed with turpentine and was

found is semi solid condition suggests that the passenger had a clear mens rea

to smuggle gold. It is seen that the passenger had not filed the baggage

declaration form and had not declared the gold which was concealed in her

rectum, as envisaged under Seition 77 of tlrre Act read with the Baggage Rules

and Baggage Regulations. The passenger had attempted to smuggle gold into
India with an intention to evade payment of Customs duty. One 24 kt. gold

bar having purity of 999.0 weighing 463.640 grams derived from 520.000

grams of Semi Solid Material consisting of Gold &Turpentine Mix cannot be

construed as 'bonafide baggage' within the meaning of Section 79 of the

Customs Act 1962 read with Para 2.26 of the Poreign Trade Policy, 2O|5-2O2O.

As per Para 2.26 of the Foreign Trade Policy, a passenger is allowed to import

bona-fide household and personal effect only, as her bona-fide baggage. It also

seen that the passenger attempted to smuggle the goods without filing the

Customs declaration form, which is in contravention of section 77 of the

Customs Act 1962 read with the Baggage Rules, 2016 (Baggage Rules) and

Regulation 3 of the Customs Baggage Declaration Regulations, 2013 (tsaggage

RegulationsJ. Thus, it is proved that the passenger violated Section 77 ,

Section 79 of the Customs Act for import/ smuggling of gold which were not for

bonafide use and thereby violated Rule 11 of the Foreign Trade Regulation

Rules 1993, and para 2.26 of the Foreign Trade Policy 2O15-2O.

13. From the facts discussed above, and by not declaring the gold and

concealing it in paste form concealed in her rectum, it is established that the

passenger had a clear intention to bring in the gold undetected and to clear it
without pa5ment of Customs duty. The intention is evident by the fact that the

gold was in semi solid form to avoid prima facie detection. The passenger would

have gone out of the airport undetected if the Customs officers had not stopped

her. The intention is evident by the fact that the gold was in semi solid form to

avoid prima facie detection and was concealed in her rectum. The above act on

the part of the said passenger is amounting to smuggling within the meaning of

Section 2(39) of the Customs Act 1962. It is also seen that the gold is to be

construed as 'prohibited', in terms of the provisions of Section 2(33) of the

Customs Act 1962. Hence, it is proved beyond doubt that all the above acts of

contravention on the part of the. passenger has rendered one 24 kt. gold bar

having purity of 999.0 weighing 463.640 grams derived from 520.000 grams
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of Semi Solid Material consisting of Gold &Turpentine Mix and valued at

Rs. 16,95,995/- (Rupees Sixtedrt Lakhs Ninety Five Thousand Nine Hundred

and Ninety Five Only)(Tariff Value) & Rs. 19,63,98O/- (Rupees Nineteen Lakhs

Sixty Three Thousand Nine Hundred and Eighty OnIy) (lncal Market Vaiue),

recovered from Ms. Shabana Begum and placed under seizure under

Panchnama dated 16.02.2020 liable for confiscation under the provisions of

Sections 1 11(d), (i), 11 1(l) and i 11(m) of the Act.

14. Hon'ble Supreme Court in the case of Om Prakash Btntia reported at

2003 (155) E,LT 429 (SC) has held that if importation and exportation of goods

are subject to certain prescribed conditions, which are to be fulfrlled before or

after ciearance of goods, goods would fall within the ambit of lrohibited goods'

if such conditions are not fulfilled. In the instant case, the gold recovered from

the Passenger were concealed in paste form in her rectum, kept undeclared

and carried by the Passenger, are goods prohibited in nature. Hence, I am the

view that the gold recovered from the Passenger would be liable to absolute

conliscation. I am therefore, not inclined to use my discretion to give an option

to redeem the gold on payment of a redemption fine, as envisaged under

Section 125 of the Act.

15. Further, before the Kerala High Court in the case of Abdul Razak

l2ol2(2751 ELT 300 (Ker)l , the petitioner had contended that under the

Foreign Trade (Exemption from application of rules in certain cases) Order,

1993, gold was not a prohibited item and can be released on payment of

redemption fine. The Hon'lcle High Court held as under :

" F\rther, as per the statement given by the appellant under Section 708

of tte Act, Le i.s onlg a carrier i.e. professional smuggler smuggling goods

on behalf of others for consideration. We, therefore, do not find ang merit

in the appellant's case that fte tns tlrc right to get the confiscated gold

released on pagment of redemption fine and duty under Section 125 of
the Act."

16. The Hon'lcle High Court Of Madras in the matter of

COMMISSIONER OF CUSTOMS (AIR), CHENNAI-I Versus P. SINNASAMY

2016 (3441 E.L.T. 1154 (Mad.) held-

Tibunal had arrogated powers of adjudicating authoitg bg dtrecting

authoitg to release gold by exercising option in fauour of respondent -

Tlibunal had ouerlooked categorical finding of adjudicating outlnritg thot
respondent had deliberatelA attempted to smuggle 2548.3 grams of gold, bg
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concealirlg and uithout declaration of Cl.l,sbms for monetary consideration -

Adjudicating authoitA had giuen reasons for confi,scation of gold tahile

allouing redemption of other .goods on paAment of fine - Di.scretion exercised

by autLnritg to deny release, is in acardance uith latu - Interference bg

Tribunal is against law and unjustified -

Redemption fine - Option - Confiscation of smuggled gold - Redemption

cannot be allowed, as a matter of right - Discretion confetred on adjudicating

autLwrity to decide - Not open to Tribunal fo issue anA positiue directions to

adjudicating authoitg to exercise option in fauour of redemption.

L7. \n 2O2O (371) E.L.T. 22a (Mad.l, The High Court Of Judicature At

Madras in the matter of Commissioner Of Customs (Air), Chennai-I Versus

Abdul Azeez has held that 'established facts indicated that noticee had

smuggled gold into country and he had no documents/explanation for its
lawful possession and there was no scope for remand of matter to

Commissioner with direction to exercise discretion to give option for

redemption of gold.

18. In the case of Samynathan Murugesan | 2OO9 (2471 DLT 2l (Mad)l , the

High Court upheld the absolute conliscation, ordered by the adjudicating

authority, in similar facts and circumstances. Further, in the said case of

smuggling of gold, the High Court of Madras in the case of Samyanathan

Murugesan reported at 2OO9 (2471 ELT 21(Mad) has ruied that as the goods

were prohibited and there was concealment, the Commissioner's order for

absolute confiscation was upheld.

19. In 2079 (370) E.L.T. 1743 (G.O.I.),before the Government Of India,

Ministry Of Finance,[Department of Revenue - Revisionary Authority];Ms.

Mallika Arya, Additional Secretary in Abdul Kalam Ammangod Kunhamu vide

Order No. 17l2019-Cus., dated 7-lO-2O19 in F. No. 375l06lBl2O17-RA stated

that it is observed that C.B.I. & C. had issued instruction vide Letter F. No.

49515/92-Cus. VI, dated 10-5-1993 wherein it has been instructed that "in
respect of gold seized for non-declaration, no option to redeem the same on

redemption fine under Section 125 of the Customs Act, 1962 should be given

except in very trivial cases where the adjudicating authority is satisfied that

there was no concealment of the gold in question.

Given the facts of the present case before me and the rulings cited above,

the gold was kept undeclared and concealed ingeniously in paste form in

rectum of the passenger and therefore was prohibited in nature and is liable to

be confiscated absolutely. I therefore hold in unequivocal terms that one 24
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kt. gold bar having purity of 999.O weighing 463.640 grams derived from
520.0O0 grams of Semi Solid Material consisting of Gold &Turpentine Mix,
placed under seizure vide panchnama drawn on 16.02.2020 and recovered

from the Passenger, would be liable to absolute confiscation under Section

111(d), (i), (l) & (m) of the Act.

20. I further Iind that the gqld is not on the list of prohibited items per se

but import of the same is controlled. The view taken by the Hon'ble Supreme

Court in the case of Om Prakash Bhatia, however in very clear terms lay down

the principle that if importation and exportation of goods are subject to certain

prescribed conditions, which are to be fulfilled before or after clearance of
goods, non-fulfillment of such conditions would make the goods fall within
ambit of 'prohibited goods'. This makes the gold seized in the present case

prohibited goods' as the passenger trying to smuggle it was not an eligible

passenger to bring it in India or import gold in India in baggage. Further, the

fact is that the gold was concealed ingeniously in light of the fact that the

passenger had hidden 52O.0OO. grams of Semi Solid Substance consisting of
Gold and Turpentine Mix in her rectum and was recovered from the

passenger, so as to evade detection by the Customs Authorities and thereby

evade payment of Customs Duty. In the present case before me, I find that the

passenger confessed to carrying 520.000 grams of Semi Solid Substance

consisting of Gold and Turpentine Mix inside her rectum and tried to
smuggle it by hoodwinking the Customs Authorities. This leaves me with no

option but to absolutely confiscate t.l.e gold.

21. Further, the black adhesive tape - used as packing material to conceal

and hide the gold in paste. .form seized under panchnama drawn on

16.02.2020 which was attempted to be smuggled in India in contravention to

the provisions of Rule 3 of the Baggage Rules 2016 read with Section 79 of the

Customs Act, 1962 and therefore, the said biack adhesive tape - used as

packing material to conceal and hide the smuggled goods is liable for

confiscation under the provisions of Sections 118(a) & 119 of the Customs Act

L962.

22. I lind that Ms. Shabana Begum has been proposed penal action under

the provisions of Section 112(a) & (b) of the Act. It is quite clear from the above

findings that she had involved herself and concealed 520.000 grams of gold in
paste form in her rectum .She had further agreed that she travelled $rith

concealed 520.OO0 grams of gold in paste form in her rectum from Bangkok

to Ahmedabad. She has accepted and admitted the facts and panchnama

proceedings. Despite her knowledge that the goods had to be declared and
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23. Given my above findings, I pass the following Order.

I I order absolute confiscation of 24 kl. gold bar having purity of 999.0

weighing 463.640 grams having purity 999.0 derived from 520.000

grams of Semi Solid Material consisting of Gold &Turpentine Mix,

valued at Rs. 16,95,995/- (Rupees Sixteen Lakhs Ninety Five Thousand

Nine Hundred and Ninety Five Only)(Tariff Value) & Rs. 19,63,980/-

(Rupees Nineteen Lakhs Sixty Three Thousand Nine Hundred and Eighty

Only) (local Market Value) placed under seizure vide panchama dated

16.02.2020 , and attempted to be smuggled and recovered from the

passenger, under the provisions of Sections 1 1 1(d), (i), I 1 10), 1 1 1(m) of

the Customs Act 1962;

I order absolute conliscation of the packing material viz. black

adhesive tape - used to conceal and hide the gold in paste form under

Section 118 & Section 119 of the Customs Act, 1962;

I impose a penalty of Rs.1,00,000/- (Rupees One lakh

only) on Ms. Shabana Begum under the provisions of Sections 112(i)

of the Customs Act 1962;.

ankhesh Mehta)
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they would be offending on its import, the Passenger had tried to clear 520.000

grams of gold in paste form in her rectum; by not declaring the same by

herself. She also admitted that she knew it was illegal to smuggle gold

under the Customs Act,l962 but she agreed to do the same as she was told

she would be given Rs. f 2,000/- for taking the gold to India. Therefore, her

liability for penal action under Sections 112(a) & (b) of the Act is established.

Therefore, given this fact, penalty could be imposed under section 112(i) of the

Act.

ORDER

Joint Commissioner



Ms. Shabana Begum

No. GL5 1, UKP Camp,

Gogi Kona, Gogi TQ Shahapur,

Yadgir, Karnataka-58 53 09

Copy to:

1. The Principal Commissioner, Customs, Ahmedabad.

2. The Deputy Commissioner, Customs, RRA, Ahmedabad.

3. The Deputy Commissioner, Customs(Alu),SVPIA, Customs, Ahmedabad

4. The Deputy Commissioner, Customs, Recovery Cell, Ahmedabad.

5. The Deputy Commissioner, Customs, Legal Prosecution, Ahmedabad.

6. The System In-charge, Customs, Ahmedabad for upload on the official

website i.e.http: / / www.ahmedabadcustoms. gov.in

7. The Guard Fi1e.

vl

llr r{

REiitrlVED
STOlvlS( ), A'BAD.

t,l

NAlvl

DATE :

SIGN. :
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